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would be protected by the United States from its encroach-
ing grasp. Since few Europeans in the wildest dementia of
imperialism contemplate a conquest of Peru, the announce-
ment was of slight importance to its recipients. But it was
of growing interest to an exasperated audience in South
America, where the news that Rio might sleep in peace
among its mountains, watched over by West Point, some-
how failed to command Brazilian gratitude. There were no
cheers in Buenos Aires for the name of President Monroe.
For as an instrument of international good-will his Doctrine
committed the cardinal blunder of belittling those for whose
benefit it was designed; since there is nothing more annoy-
ing to grown men than a standing offer of a ride in a peram-
bulator,
It was just that bland assumption of seniority which
rendered the Monroe Doctrine increasingly distasteful to
its beneficiaries in South America—of seniority and, if the
truth must be confessed, of something more. If the United
States have always been convinced that South American
republics were not quite grown up, it was not altogether
clear to the American intelligence that if they managed to
grow up, the results would be wholly satisfactory. For the
self-esteem of Washington, as it gazed south across the Rio
Grande, was founded upon two convictions: that it was
older than its Spanish neighbours, and that its own moral
qualities were on a distinctly higher level. (The attitude
is not unfamiliar in the case of elder brothers, since the
Prodigal Son had one who suffered from the same delusion.)
That hallucination seems to underlie the whole attitude of
the United States to South America in all its manifestations;
and South America, which might have pardoned the Yanqui
tendency to treat her as a child, cannot forgive the graver
error which regards her as a backward, a distinctly naughty
child. Yet North American acumen is constantly betrayed
into that blunder. For when the Spanish-American makes
his appearances in North American art or fiction, he enters
with a bow, a sweeping cloak, a slightly excessive hat, a

